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Abstract— In this paper we report on the development of a
software framework and system for composition, optimization
and trade-off analysis of manufacturing and contract service
networks based on a reusable repository of performance mod-
els. Performance models formally describe process feasibility
constraints and metrics of interest, such as cost, through-
put and CO2 emissions, as a function of fixed and control
parameters, such as equipment and contract properties and
settings. The repository contains performance models for (1)
unit manufacturing processes, (2) base contract services, and
(3) a composite steady-state service network. The proposed
framework allows process engineers to (1) hierarchically com-
pose model instances of service networks, which can represent
production cells, lines, factory facilities and supply chains, and
(2) perform deterministic optimization based on mathematical
programming and Pareto-optimal trade-off analysis. We case
study the framework on a service network for a heat sink
product which involves contract vendors and manufacturers,
unit manufacturing process services including cutting/shearing
and Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machining with
milling and drilling steps, quality inspection, finishing and
assembly.

Keywords-performance models; model repository; optimiza-
tion; decision support; service composition

I. INTRODUCTION

Smart manufacturing can be defined as “the synthesis of

advanced manufacturing capabilities and digital technologies

to improve the productivity, agility, and sustainability of

manufacturing systems” [1]. One method for realizing a

smart manufacturing ecosystem is to employ an over-arching

cloud-based infrastructure that supports decision making.

Such infrastructure must support a wide variety of analytical

tasks across the entire organizational hierarchy, including

manufacturing units, cells, production lines, factories, and

supply chains [2]. Considering the plethora of potential

players across an enterprise’s supply chain, it is critical “to

effectively and efficiently combine manufacturing services

... in multiple-factory production environments” [3]. Devel-

oping tools and methods for service composition remains

an on-going research area and requires generic and robust

model representations to perform advanced analysis, e.g.

optimization [3].

We now borrow from Brodsky et al. [4] and Brodsky

et al. [5] to describe the limitations of today’s technology

to achieve the required analysis and optimization capabili-

ties, which can be broadly classified as descriptive (“what

happened?”), diagnostic (“why did it happen?”), predictive

(“what will happen?”), and prescriptive (“how can we make

it happen?”). Descriptive analytics typically involves ma-

nipulation of streams of data at different aggregation levels,

continuously over time. Some examples of descriptive ana-

lytics and its associated data can be found in Richardson [6]

and Ündey et al. [7]. Diagnostic analytics includes such tasks

as continuous testing for a significant statistical difference

between the estimated values compared against observations,

and direct application of fault classifiers to detect failures on

the manufacturing floor. Research in diagnostic analytics in

manufacturing can be found in Souza [8] and Shao et al.

[9]. Predictive analytics involves techniques from queuing

theory, statistical learning for regression and classification,

and stochastic simulation for what-if estimation. Examples

of predictive analytics for manufacturing can be found

in Lechevalier et al. [10] and Shin et al. [11]. Prescriptive an-

alytics typically involves decision optimization techniques,

such as mathematical and constraint programming. Exam-

ples of research in prescriptive analytics in manufacturing

can be found in Lee et al. [12] and Brodsky et al. [13].

Today, analysis and optimization solutions for manufac-

turing are typically implemented from scratch, following a

linear methodology [14, 15]. This leads to high-cost and

long-duration development as well as results in models and

algorithms that are difficult to modify, extend, and reuse.

A key contributor to these deficiencies is the diversity

of computational tools, each designed for a different task

such as data manipulation, statistical learning, data min-

ing, optimization, and simulation. Because of this diversity,

modeling using computational tools often requires the use

of specialized low-level mathematical abstractions. As a

result, the same manufacturing knowledge is often modeled

multiple times using different specialized abstractions, in-

stead of being modeled once using a uniform abstraction.

Furthermore, the modeling expertise required for the low-

level abstractions and languages is typically not within the

realm of knowledge of manufacturing users.

Recently proposed Brodsky et al. [4] was an architectural

design for the fast development of software solutions for de-
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Figure 1. Graphical representation of the Heat Sink service network. Each labeled circle relates to a physical good to be procured. All images represents
individual activities. Arrows represent a possible path for procuring a physical good or meeting a specified demand. L# refers to the hierarchical level of
the service network composition.

scriptive, diagnostic, predictive, and prescriptive analytics of

dynamic production processes. The uniqueness and novelty

of the architecture was its middleware layer, which is based

on a reusable, modular, and extensible knowledge base (KB)

of process performance models. However, Brodsky et al. [4]

lacked a systematic design of the unit manufacturing process

(UMP) repository and its architecture, and an ecosystem

around it. Furthermore, the UMP models were abstracted

in Brodsky et al. [4] by piecewise-linear functions whereas

real-world process models, which are typically physics-

based, require non-linear arithmetic.

To address these limitations, reported in Brodsky et al.

[5] was the the development of a software architecture for

(1) a reusable repository of UMP performance models, and

(2) their analysis and optimization using the Unity Decision

Guidance Management System (DGMS). Unity DGMS au-

tomatically generates low-level mathematical programming

optimization models from simulation-like performance mod-

els. The architecture was demonstrated using the case of

Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machining. However,

Brodsky et al. [5] did not address an important problem of

how to compose reusable UMP models into a hierarchy of

service networks, including production cells, lines, factories

and supply chain. This is exactly the focus of this paper.

More specifically, the contributions of this paper are

twofold. First, we extend the functionality of the system

developed in Brodsky et al. [5] with performance models

for a steady-state service network and a number of base

contract services. The extended system allows hierarchi-

cal composition of service networks based on a reusable

model repository for (1) production services, such as UMPs,

assembly and inspection, and (2) contract services, such

as vending, manufacturing, packaging, repair and trans-

portation. The uniqueness of the developed system is in

its ability to perform service network optimization and

Pareto trade-off analysis without the need to manually craft

mathematical programming models, all while achieving the

quality of optimization results and computational efficiency

of mathematical programming solvers, which significantly

outperform simulation-based solvers (for e.g., see Amaran

et al. [16] and Klemmt et al. [17]). This capability is

achieved through the use of Unity DGMS. Second, we

conduct a case study of the service network of a large Heat

Sink product, and demonstrate its optimization and Pareto

trade-off analysis of cost vs. carbon emissions per part.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

presents the concept of manufacturing and contract service

networks, and outlines its possible ecosystem and work-

flows. Section III presents the system functionality through

a case study of a service network of a Heat Sink product.

Section IV overviews the software architecture for the sys-

tem. Section V presents the service network performance

model and explains its structure. Section VI concludes with

some future research directions.

II. SERVICE NETWORKS: ECOSYSTEM AND

WORKFLOWS

In our proposed framework, we represent the manufactur-

ing process as a network of service-oriented components that

are linked together to produce products or product service

systems (PSS) to meet some demand. In the performance

model knowledge base, we adopt the term Service Network
to represent this network. Service network stakeholders

include both manufacturers and suppliers [18]. In this pa-

per, the following terms are used to describe the various
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components of a service network.

• Vendor: describing an organization that provides a

finished product, e.g. raw material, bar stock, or fully

realized components.

• Contract Manufacturer: describing an organization

that provides a manufacturing service, e.g. precision

welding, mold-making, and precision machining.

• Internal Manufacturer: describing an internal activity

“controlled” by the original equipment manufacturer

(OEM) of the PSS.

• Production Line: describing a chain of Internal Man-

ufacturer activities. It is assumed that a production line

is also “controlled” by the OEM.

Using these terms, we can describe various decision paths

to realize the delivery of the PSS based on its demand. Fig. 1

provides an example of a service network for a Heat Sink

Assembly. This service network was derived to the authors’

best knowledge borrowing parts of its configuration from

literature [19]. Within the service network, each activity and

physical good is represented by an image and a labeled

circle, respectively. Vendors can provide raw material, i.e.

Alumina Powder, or the finished components, i.e. Accessory
Package. As an example of a contract manufacturer, the

HS Base Contract Manufacture provides the service of

machining a part for the product’s final assembly. Within

service networks, it is likely that there a multiple paths

to successfully provide the same physical good. Often,

this is referred to as a multi-echelon supply chain [20].

Procuring the Heat Sink Base presents an example of such

a situation. The Heat Sink Base can either be provided

by a contract manufacturer or it can be provided by the

OEM’s own production line, shown in the dotted box in the

middle of the diagram. This production line includes two

unit manufacturing processes, namely shearing and drilling.

Another such example is the procurement of the Aluminum
Plate, wherein the OEM operates its own smelting plant or

the aluminum bar stock is cut to specifications by another

contract manufacturer. The Heat Sink’s service network cul-

minates in a relatively complex production line that includes

five activities, namely shearing, anodizing, CNC machining,

quality inspection, and final assembly.

After formally characterizing the service network, perfor-

mance models can be constructed that represent each activity

depending on its individual characteristics. More information

on what parameters of each performance model (PM) can

be tuned to find optimal settings for the network are ex-

plained in the following section. The concept of representing

each activity as a PM introduces the possibility of posing

what-if questions, optimizing activity-specific parameters to

meet some global objectives, and incorporating advanced

analytics while lessening the barrier to access such analysis

for domain experts, e.g. process engineers and operation

managers.

The idea of invoking composite services to form a network

of services in a programmatic way through web services

was discussed in Menasce [21]. This along with the work

in Menasce [22] discuss how global performance metrics

can be computed when analyzing a network of services.

The structure of the network and the specific performance

characteristics of individual services, specified in terms of

contracts, are necessary to compute composite performance

metrics.

III. SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY AND A CASE STUDY

In this section we describe the developed system func-

tionality for the process engineer role, using a case study

of the Heat Sink service network depicted in Fig. 1. The

key concept in the system is that of a performance model,

for a service network and its base service components,

which we describe in detail in Section 5. Generally, a PM

formally describes process feasibility constraints and metrics

of interest, such as cost, throughput and CO2 emissions, as a

function of fixed and control parameters, such as equipment

and contract properties and settings. For example, in the Heat

Sink service network in Fig. 1, fixed parameters include

the type of material used, its dimensions, the number of

holes in HS Base Drilling, depth of cut in CNC Machining
etc. On the other hand, the control parameters include

the cutting speed in HS Shearing, cutting speed in HS
Base Drilling, the amount produced by the Aluminum Plate
Contract Manufacture etc.

To explain the system optimization functionality in this

section, we use the scenario of optimizing the Heat Sink

service network shown in Fig. 1. The optimization problem

for this scenario is: find all the control parameters of the

service network so as to minimize the total cost of the

service network operation subject to the satisfaction of

all feasibility constraints (of the service network and its

components, including UMPs involved.).

To perform optimization and other types of analysis over

service networks as the one shown in Fig. 1, a process

engineer needs to create a specific instance for the PM input

containing fixed and control parameters of the process, but

where the control parameters are annotated as unknowns to

be found by the system.

The current user interface for a process engineer is

through Atom Studio1, which is an integrated development

environment (IDE). However, Atom Studio is not designed

for application end users, for whom a web-based user

interface may be developed in the future. Fig. 2 shows

an Atom window that a process engineer uses to create

instances of PM input.

The left pane of Fig. 2 shows an Atom Studio folder tree

view with the following key folders: (1) an industry KB

containing service network PMs (Fig. 2A) and UMP PMs

1https://atom.io/
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Figure 2. Atom window showing process engineer’s view of the system. (A) Industry knowledge base of service network performance models. (B)
Industry knowledge base of UMP performance models. (C) Enterprise KB to hold a catalog of variable annotated instances of enterprise artifacts. (D)
Process engineer and team’s manufacturing project. (E) Snippets of the variable annotated input for the Heat Sink service network.
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(Fig. 2B); and (2) a repository for the enterprise KB (Fig.

2C) and a process engineer’s manufacturing project (Fig.

2D). The right pane (Fig. 2E) shows the input instance for

the Heat Sink service network in Fig. 1. This input instance,

which is described in the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)

data format, is created by the process engineer to perform

optimization and other types of analysis. We now describe

the components in Atom Studio panes in greater detail.

Industry KB: The industry KB contains well-known and

validated PMs of UMPs (Fig. 2B) and service network

components (Fig. 2A). The UMPs in the industry KB are

organized based on the Manufacturing Service Description

Language (MSDL) ontology [23]. The process engineer

models the Heat Sink service network from Fig. 1 by

creating input instances for the PMs stored in the industry

KB. For example, the Smelting, HS Shearing, Anodizing,

and CNC Machining processes in Fig. 1 are instances of the

UMP PMs SmeltingDoward, ShearingUPLCI, Anodizing-
ProductionProcess, and MachiningUPLCI respectively (viii,

xii, vii, and ix in Fig. 2B). Similarly the Alumina, HS
Base Contract Manufacture, and Heat Sink Supply Chain
processes in Fig. 1 are instances of the service network

PMs VendingService, ContractMfgService, and SteadyState-
ServiceNetwork respectively (iii, ii, and i in Fig. 2A).

Repository KB: The process engineer stores the instances

of the PMs from the industry KB into the repository KB.

This repository can be divided into enterprise KB (Fig.

2C) and manufacturing project repository (Fig. 2D). The

enterprise KB encapsulates the input instances of differ-

ent UMPs and service network components present in the

catalog of the enterprise by capturing their capabilities

i.e., capturing instantiated fixed parameters and annotated

control parameters of the PM inputs. Such inputs are also

called variable annotated inputs. For example the cen-
tury aluminum smelters ky (xiii in Fig. 2C) is a variable

annotated input of the contract manufacturing PM, Con-
tractMfgService (ii in Fig. 2A). Similarly bolt depot screws
and cnc machining CNC3020T (xvi, xvii in Fig. 2C) are

variable annotated input of the vendor PM VendingSerive
and the UMP PM of MachiningUPLCI respectively (iii in

Fig. 2A, ix in Fig. 2B). On the other hand, the process

engineer (or the engineer’s team) can store a number of

different artifacts such as service network compositions,

results of the analysis, and other design and downstream

processes in the manufacturing project as shown in Fig. 2D.

This forms a workspace that the process engineer (or team)

can use to store data pertaining to a specific manufacturing

project. For instance the process engineer stores the input

instance of the production lines and other components of

the Heat Sink service network, as well as the results of the

optimization problem in the manufacturing project.

Service network composition: The process engineer

creates a variable annotated JSON input of the SteadyS-
tateServiceNetworkProcess PM (i in Fig. 2A) called

A

B

C

Figure 3. (A) JSONiq main to optimize the Heat Sink service network
model. (B) JSON snippets of the fully instantiated input for the Heat Sink
service network obtained from the argmin function. (C) JSON snippets of
output metrics and constraints of Heat Sink service network obtained from
the computeMetrcis function

heat sink part supply chain to model the service network

Heat Sink Supply Chain (L0) in Fig. 1. Assuming that the

process engineer builds this input instance top-down, the

engineer sets the root to heat sink part supply chain and

the KB to the knowledge base of sub components of this

service network as shown in Fig. 2E. The variable annotated

input for composite service network PM such as that of

the root process describes the inputs (inputThru), outputs

(outputThru), and sub processes (subProcesses) (lines 3-

9). The engineer sets the subProcesses of the root process

to combined supply, combined manuf, and demand. These

subProcesses describe the inputs of the Supply (L1), Manu-
facturing (L1), and Demand (L1) respectively in Fig. 1. The

engineer creates the input structures for combined supply
(lines 10-22 in Fig. 2E) and combined manuf (lines 69-

78 in Fig. 2E) as variable annotated input instance of the

SteadyStateServiceNetworkProcess PM and includes them

into the KB. The engineer also creates a virtual demand
process and includes it into the KB. (lines 64-68 in Fig.

2E). This process specifies the user-defined (fixed) demand

parameter for the fully assembled Heat Sink. This value is

the minimum number of Heat Sinks that should be produced

by the Heat Sink service network.

After setting the top level processes, the engineer con-

tinues to build the variable annotated input for lower level

components of the Heat Sink service network. The subPro-
cesses of the combined supply process is alumina supplier
and acessory package supplier that describe the input to

the Alumina (L2) and Accessories (L2) in Fig. 1. Therefore,

next, the engineer either creates a variable annotated input

instance of the VendorService PM (iii in Fig. 2A) or uses
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Figure 4. Pareto optimal curve illustrating trade-off between cost and
CO2 emissions per part.

one of the already created vendors from the enterprise

KB catalog for eg., see xv, xvi in Fig. 2C, and includes

these vendors into the KB as shown in lines 23-54 in

Fig. 2E. Similarly, the engineer adds the variable annotated

input instance of the subProcesses of the combined manuf
process by either creating a variable annotated input to the

respective PM in the industry KB or by using one of already

created instance artifacts from the enterprise KB such as

the UMP catalog shown inside xvii of Fig. 2C. Finally, the

process engineer stores this variable annotated input for the

Heat Sink service network in the manufacturing project as

heat sink supply chain.json (xxi in Fig. 2D).

Service network optimization: To run the optimization

problem of finding the annotated control parameters as

to minimize the total cost subject to demand and bound

constraints, the engineer writes the JSONiq code as shown

in Fig. 3A. This code calls argmin, which is an analytical

function that solves the deterministic minimization problem.

This function takes as argument, the analytical function

of the SteadyStateServiceNetworkProcess PM called com-
puteMetrics. Additionally, the argmin function takes the

variable annotated input for the Heat Sink service network

shown in Fig. 2E, the configuration of the time intervals,

the dot separated path of the objective in the output, as

well as optimization solver configuration parameters (lines

6-12 in Fig. 3A). The result of argmin, if feasible, is a

fully instantiated input for the Heat Sink service network

where all the annotated control parameters are instantiated

to values that minimize the total cost subject to all feasibility

constraints. Snippet of the fully instantiated input is shown in

Fig. 3B. The output metrics and constraints for the Heat Sink

service network can be obtained by running computeMetrics
over the fully instantiated input as shown in line 13 of Fig.

3A. This output is a JSON structure whose snippet is shown

in Fig. 3C.

Trade-off analysis: The process engineer can use the

instantiated controls obtained by solving the optimization

problem above to set the machines on the manufacturing

floor. Additionally, it is also possible to perform trade-
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off analysis between CO2 emissions and cost of a part

to simulate a real manufacturing scenario through the use

of the system. Fig. 4 displays Pareto optimal alternatives

for producing the Heat Sink part in terms of cost per

part and emissions per part to allow trade-off. The process

engineer can use the system described in this section to

generate each alternative by solving an optimization problem

that minimizes cost per part subject to the corresponding

bound to CO2 emissions. Using the Pareto optimal graph

the process engineer can choose the alternative that best

suits the objectives of the organization or enterprise that he

represents.

IV. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE: REUSABLE MODEL

REPOSITORY AND DECISION GUIDANCE MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM

To implement the proposed system, we adopt the high-

level system architecture that we proposed in Brodsky et al.

[5], which is based around a reusable model repository and

the Unity DGMS [24]. The architecture is depicted in Fig. 5.

In this section, we overview this architecture, focusing on

the components relevant to the proposed system.

The architecture is designed to support various user roles,

as shown in the top-most layer of the diagram in Fig. 5.

Among the roles relevant to service network analysis are

facility managers, supply chain managers, process engineers,
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and design engineers. Support for these roles and their

respective workflows is handled through a diverse set of

high-level tools and external applications.

Situated directly below the user roles layer, the application

layer contains both generic and domain-specific user appli-

cations that support the variety of workflows performed by

the different kinds of users of the system. Currently, the

system supports Atom2 as its primary application interface.

Atom is a light-weight, yet highly extensible text editor with

a large library of user-contributed plugins.

Moving to the bottom-most layer of the diagram in Fig. 5,

the proposed system depends on a number of external

and low-level tools to ultimately provide the bulk of its

diverse range of capabilities. The categories of low-level

tools currently used by the Service Network Analysis system

include: (1) solvers for mathematical programming-based

optimization, including the IBM CPLEX Optimizer for

MILP problems and the MINOS solver for NLP problems,

(2) algebraic modeling languages and systems, specifically

AMPL and the IBM Optimization Programming Language

(OPL), and (3) languages and tools for data manipulation

and analysis, primarily the JSONiq language and the Zorba

query processor to handle semi-structured JSON data.

Part of the challenge of developing service network anal-

ysis systems lies in the complexity of developing high-

level tools and applications, which support the different user

workflows, from inadequately granular abstractions provided

by these low-level tools. Typically, such applications are

implemented directly using the low-level tools, from scratch,

following a linear development methodology. Furthermore,

due to the diversity of low-level tools, applications imple-

mented using one tool are difficult to modify, extend, and

reuse with other tools. As a result, the same manufacturing

knowledge is often modeled multiple times using different,

specialized abstractions, instead of being modeled just once

using a single, uniform abstraction.

To overcome these limitations, the architecture is aug-

mented with the DGMS middleware layer, situated between

the applications layer and the low-level tools layer in the

diagram in Fig. 5. The uniqueness of this solution is that

it is centered around a model repository (middle box in

the DGMS middleware layer). This provides a uniform,

high-level abstraction over different low-level tools and is

key in supporting the optimization and trade-off analysis of

manufacturing and contract service networks.

Performance models are one of the key artifacts in the

model repository. They formally describe process feasibility

constraints and metrics of interest (such as cost, throughput

and CO2 emissions) as a function of fixed and control

parameters (such as equipment and contract properties and

settings).

The model repository for the proposed system contains

2https://atom.io/
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adopted from Brodsky et al. [5].

PMs for (1) UMPs, (2) an initial model library of base

contract services, and (3) a composite steady-state service

network. The repository is also designed to contain data

views, ontologies and taxonomies, which have yet to be

implemented.

The key technical challenge in realizing a system based

on this architecture lies in developing specialized algorithms

that automatically translate a uniform, high-level representa-

tion of a performance model into the low-level, specialized

models required by each of the underlying tools.

The solution to this challenge is based on the Unity

DGMS [24], which provides support for different methods of

analysis, including optimization and Pareto-optimal trade-off

analysis, without the need to manually develop specialized

models for low-level tools such as mathematical program-

ming solvers. Within Unity DGMS, the DG analytics engine

provides several core analytical operators that can be per-

formed against models in the repository. The implementation

of these core analytical operators, which include but are not

limited to computation, prediction, learning, simulation, and

optimization, involve compilation, symbolic computation

and reduction techniques, as well as specialized optimization

and learning algorithms.

Fig. 6 shows the workflow followed within the system to

optimize the service network in the case study described in

Section III. A user such as a modeler or process engineer will

first set up the problem on an IDE such as Atom 3. The user

then initiates the optimization request through Atom, which

calls Unity DGMS to perform optimization. This is done

by calling the DGMS via a REST API from within Atom

focused on the file with argmin function. Unity DGMS reads

all model input and transformation function files required

for optimization from the repository in GitLab. Then, Unity

DGMS performs automatic translation of the high-level

performance models into a lower-level optimization model

3https://atom.io/
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(D) Aggregate Metrics. (E) subProcess constraints. (F) Bound constraint. (G) Part balance constraint. (H) Resulting service network constraint. (I) Returned
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expressed in the modeling language AMPL4, and submits

it to the MP-based optimization solver. The optimization

results are returned to Unity DGMS, which then instantiates

the control settings of the input JSON with either optimal

values or error codes for infeasible or unbounded problems.

The user then gets the optimization results displayed within

Atom. The user may then use these results as actionable

recommendations for every component of the manufacturing

and contract service network.

V. SERVICE NETWORK PERFORMANCE MODELS

The system functionality that allows a process engineer to

model the Heat Sink service network shown in Fig. 1 and

to perform trade-off analysis using Pareto optimal graphs

is described in Section III. The service network is modeled

as PMs each and PM provides an analytical function that

compute the metrics as a function of the fixed parameters and

control parameters subject to feasibility constraints. In this

section, the analytical functions of the service networks is

described using code snippets. Also, the analytical functions

of the components of service network such as contract

manufacturer, vendor service, and UMP service are briefly

described.

4http://ampl.com/

The JSONiq analytical function, computeMetrics shown

in Fig. 7A transforms the service network input structure of

fixed and control parameters as the one shown in Fig. 2E

to output metrics subject to feasibility constraints as the one

shown in Fig. 3C. This function calls computeSCmetrics that

recursively computes the outputs for all the subProcesses of

the service network in terms of their respective inputs. For

instance, the root process structure of the Heat Sink ser-

vice network example (heat sink part supply chain) have

subProcesses of combined supply, combined manuf, and

demand (see Fig. 2E). The computeSCmetrics function

will compute the output metrics and constraints of all

these subProcesses recursively. To accomplish this, the

computeSCmetrics function first checks if the rootProcess
JSON structure in the input KB is atomic, i.e., whether

the rootProcess structure is not of the service network

type. Atomic processes in service networks include contract

manufacturers, supplier vendor services, and UMP services.

If the root process structure is atomic, then it calls evalu-
ateAtomicProcess that transforms the input to output metrics

and constraints using the analytical function in the respective

atomic process PM (see Fig. 7B). On the other hand, if

the root process structure is of service network type (e.g.,

heat sink part supply chain), then the computeSCmetrics
calls itself recursively with each subProcess id as the root-
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Process, as shown in Fig. 7C.

Due to the standard interface of all the PMs, the output

JSON structure is tractable. Hence it is possible to aggregate

the output metrics for all the atomic and composite processes

in the service network. This is done in the metricAggr
function (Fig. 7D). Then the constraints of the service

network is evaluated as shown in Fig. 7H and it include the

satisfaction of the subProcess (Fig. 7E), input bounds (Fig.

7F), output bounds (Fig. 7F), and part balance constraints

(Fig. 7G). The subProcess constraint include bounds on

the control parameter and capacity of the subProcesses as

computed by their respective analytical function. The input

and output bound constraints check to see if the input and

output flow values are non-negative and within any upper

bound specified by the user (e.g., flow capacity). The part

balance constraint checks, for each item type, whether the

supply of that item is greater or equal to the demand of the

same item across the service network. Finally an object that

contains the output metrics and constraints of the service

network is returned as its transformed result (Fig. 7I).

The atomic subProcesses of the service network such as

contract manufacturers, supplier vendor services, and UMP

services have their own PMs in the industry knowledge base

as shown in Fig. 2A and Fig. 2B. Hence the inputs to these

atomic processes can be transformed into output metrics and

constraints using their respective analytical function. The

PM of the contract manufacturer gets as input the products as

well as its respective pricing and carbon emission quantities.

Given the amount produced, the analytical function of the

contract manufacturer PM computes the total cost, carbon

emissions, and amount of input items required by the con-

tract manufacturer to manufacture these products. The PM

of the vendor service also gets as input the products as well

as its respective pricing and carbon emission quantities. For

the amount of products supplied, the analytical function of

the vendor service PM computes the total cost and carbon

emissions incurred for this service. Finally, the UMP service

normalizes the output metrics such as cost and carbon

emissions from the UMP PM such as the ones in the industry

KB (Fig. 2B). We use the UMP PMs from Brodsky et al.

[5] to create the UMP service. The UMP service allows the

service network and its UMP subProcesses to maintain a

standard interface that makes it flexible and easy to use for

the process engineer.

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Described in this paper is a novel software system for

composition, optimization and trade-off analysis of manu-

facturing and contract service networks based on a reusable

repository of performance models for (1) unit manufacturing

processes, (2) base contract services, and (3) a composite

steady-state service network. The uniqueness of the pro-

posed system is in its ability to perform optimization and

trade-off analysis on an arbitrary user-composed service

network without the need to manually craft mathematical

programming models, all while achieving the quality of op-

timization results and computational efficiency of mathemat-

ical programming solvers, which significantly outperform

simulation-based solvers.

Many research questions remain open. They include (1)

developing a web-based user interface suitable for process

engineers and service network managers, (2) extending

analytical functions to include prediction, stochastic opti-

mization, and machine learning to calibrate performance

models, (3) extending the knowledge base with a searchable

interface to allow the user to perform process and service

selection, and (3) extending the library of performance

models, including for contract services, and generic UMP

models, when physics-based models are not available.
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